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“An experimental fashion collection exploring how rhythm and transformation of silhouettes could create 
movement in between garments.”



Background

Movement in relation to clothing has been conceptualized in many collections before mine. Mostly in terms 
of garments that move when the body moves. The aim for this project is to have another approach to move-
ment. The attempt is to create a movement that is like a rhythm flowing through the collection. This ap-
proach allows me to work with static garments which together creates a rhythm. 

Movement is an abstract event and impossible to capture in a concrete way. To start my investigation about 
how I could picture movement I divided movement into three different categories. First, “the speedfull 
movement” which stands for “the actual” true movement, the one no one can ever capture except from 
the eye. “Trace of movement”, which represent that slight second where two cinematic pictures meets and 
creates an illusion of movement. “Static movement”, is the lines that in painting or sculpture can create an 
illusion of movement. The only movement that I therefore can create in a garment is always static. But, by 
butting them together in three I create a movement in between the garments. The movement is static but at 
the same time I could capture some of those “traces of movement” where two cinematic pictures meet. The 
movement in my collection is an interpretation of how static pictures create motion as seen in cinemato-
graphic images. The tools I use to accomplish this movement are perspectives, rhythm and pleating.

Abstract

This report read up on a collection build on an exploration of movement. My report is structured in abstract, 
background, aim, concept development, method, result, reflection and references. In the background I explain 
why movement inspires me and how I have differed several kinds of movements. In the concept development 
part I will carry you through how movement have been expressed in art, photography, movies and clothing. 
The method text describes the making of this fashion collection with the attempt to create movement in be-
tween garments. In result section I tell a new way of looking at movement as a rhythm and how pleating as a 
tool can create movement in clothing. 

Aim

The aim for this project is to explore movement in clothing. By working with rhythm and transformation I 
aim to create movement in between garments. 



Concept development

The way of looking at movement as a rhythm are inspired by the painter Francis Bacon. What first fascinat-
ed me about his painting were his grotesque ways of illustrating the human body and the way he used colors 
to build up the tensions in his paintings. Francis Bacon has been an inspiration to me for a long time and I 
have in different projects acknowledged different parts of his artistry.  In this project the perspectives and the 
way he multiplies his paintings are the most interesting to me. 

Francis Bacon began his study of movement with the cubism work of Picasso. It was Picasso´s monumental 
figures often conceived as sketches for possible sculptures that were the departure point for Bacon’s reper-
tory of forms and concepts. (1) He argued that Picasso’s organic forms related to the human image but were 
“a complete distortion of it”. (2) 

Francis Bacon “Crucifixion” (3) Picasso “Baigneuse” 1929 (4)

In cubist artworks objects are broken up, the artist pictures the subject from a multiple of viewpoints. Often 
the surfaces divide at false random angles, removing a consistent sense of depth. The background and object 
planes interpenetrate one another to create the shallow double space. (5) Bacon on the other hand represented 
time and movement not in the staccato, multiple – viewpoint rhythms of cubism but in the kind of continu-
ous, flowing movement accessible only through the blurred motion of the photographic and cinematographic 
image. (6) 

When I look at Picasso´s cubism I see a static movement. In Francis Bacon´s paintings there is much more 
of life and movement as an ongoing event.

“Bacon described his reconfigurations of human bodies as putting them “slightly out of focus to bring in 
their memory traces” and his transposition and interpolation of images is evoked in the remark, “I can day-
dream for hours and pictures fall in just like slides” The merging and superimposition of images connects 
with the “multilayer” theories of Walter Benjamin who reasoned that modern equipment and reproduction 
techniques, and the cine-camera’s penetrative, multi-fragmented view of the world, created new conditions 
for the artist. In “The work of Art in Age of mechanical Reproduction”(1936), which has become an key text 
of photo-theory, Benjamin observed that, unlike painting, photographs do not encapsulate a complete picture 
but consist of multiple fragments…which are assembled under a new law.” Bacon recombined these “mul-
tiple fragments” into a gestalt. - Martin Harrison (7)



I don´t know if I agree with that a single photograph could it self consist of multiple fragments. A painting 
and a photograph I would equalize. Both as one simple fragment. But the photograph has another dimension. 
Before the camera existed a painting could only appear in one place at a time. The human eye could only be 
in one place at a time. With the invention of the camera everything changed. We could see things that were 
not there in front of us. Appearances could travel across the world. It was no longer so easy to think of ap-
pearances always travelling regulate to a single center, the eye. (8)

One of the early artists to explore the possibilities of the camera was Eadweard Muybridges. His early stud-
ies of humans and animals in motion shows an interest in exploring the mechanics of the motion. Eadweard 
Muybridges photos of the human body performing different movements documented in the book “The 
human figure in motion” from 1955. His work consist of a series of photographs taken while people per-
forming different motions and his work gives an excellent view of what the human body really looks like in 
motion.

So before the camera, the possibilities to capture movement in anyway were very hard. The camera opened up 
the possibility to study the motion. 

Photos from “The human fig-
ure in motion” by Eadweard 
Muybridge (9)

My own experiments from 
workbook, project I.

Photos from “The human figure in mo-
tion” by Eadweard Muybridge (10)



Four Studies for a Self-
portrait 1967 (12) 

Three photomat strips of Bacon, 
George Dyer and David Plante. (11)

“I am an eye, a mechanical eye, I the machine, show you a world the way only I can see it. I free myself  today 
and for ever from human immobility. I am in constant movement, I approach and pull away from objects. I 
creep under them, I move alongside of a running horse. I fall and rise with the falling and rising bodies. This 
is I, the machine, manoeuvring in the chaotic movements. Recording one movement after another in the most 
complex combinations. Freed from the boundaries of time and space. I coordinate any parts of the universe 
wherever I want them to be. My way leads towards the creation of a fresh conception of the world. I explain 
in a new way the world unknown to you.” -  Dziga Vertov (13) 

This quote helps me understand how revolutionary the camera was and how that also effected the art that 
followed after its appearance. Francis Bacon connected the cinematic stripes to his painting and its known 
that he used Eadweard Muybridges photos of the moving bodies as inspiration for his paintings. Eadweard 
Muybridges photos are an early stage of how the cinematic stripes later were constructed with sequences of 
pictures that together creates an illusion of movement. Francis tried to in his art capture that moment in time 
where the two pictures actually meet and creates the illusion of movement. Then it is a “trace of movement”.

Compared to Francis Bacon I believe that Eadweard Muybridge had a more direct way of looking at move-
ment. He wanted to break down movement to its pieces. Francis on the other side had a more abstract way 
of looking at movement. He seems to add so much more into the motion, an event, a feeling, a background 
story that I don’t see in Eadweard Muybridge series. Eadweard Muybridge´s bodies are mostly naked and the 
surrounding is neutral. This is of course an expression in itself but I lack an esthetical “story”. There is one 
section however in Eadweard Muybridge´s book “The human figure in motion” when a lady plays with her 
dress. In this section the esthetical “story”, that otherwise is missing, appears. A poetic undertone are added to 
that series. But Francis Bacon plays in a totally different league. In this way they are so different. In Francis 
painting there is so much more that the movement almost disappears sometimes. For me, they are interesting 
just because they look at movement in this different ways. So where do I stand with my collection? 

I see me silhouettes as static pictures that together creates movement. As static pictures I compare them to 
Eadweard Muybridge´s stripes, but I also add a lot to that static movement. I add the fabrics, the colors and the 
forms. The added elements could either “ help” or “ruin” the movement. In this way I think Eadweard Muy 
bridge had another approach, he didn’t add much to the movement. He wanted to emphasize on movement and 
its mechanics. This collection therefore ends up somewhere in the middle of Eadweard Muybridge and Francis



In the second design project I focused on working with the silhouettes in big scale.  I built the silhouettes 
on the four different pleating techniques “sprawling pleat”, “close/open pleat”, “close to body pleat” and 
“loose” pleating. In this project the movement became more current in terms of that I tried to work with a 
movement around the garments. But the movement was still absent. 

Silhouettes from design project II

Sketches on 1/2 dummy from my workbook, project I.

Bacon. I see my movement as more static and mechanic then Francis Bacon´s painting, but on the other hand 
more expressive in terms of materials and colors the Eadweard Muybridge´s photo stripes.

I built the base for this thoughts in my previous design projects. In my first design project I worked with the 
foundation research and experimented with silhouettes on the 1/2 dummy. In this project I was focused on 
pleated forms and historical silhouettes. 



“Loose pleat” “Close to body pleat” “Close/open pleat”

“Sprawling pleat”       

Photos taken to investigate the relation between my garments and the movement of the body. Model, Mylen 
Ifter. Lights, Jan Berg. 

In between my second and third design project I photographed a model moving in my garments. This was an 
important step in my understanding of movement since I realized an important difference between my gar-
ments and Francis Bacon´s paintings. Francis Bacon´s limitation was the canvas, mine is the body. Francis 
Bacon could create whatever he liked with the help of lines. He had often a face or a body as his object for 
his painting. My object is the clothing. He was twisting the bodies, I am twisting the garments. His canvas 
were static. My “canvas”, the body, could move and therefore by it self create new perspectives that is out of 
my control. The body could be still and just show the garment as I made it, or it could move. By moving, the 
garment gets new life and by chance create new unexpected perspectives. Considering this I would say that 
the body to me becomes a mix between Francis canvas and object. It is the canvas in terms of that it is the 
frame where I put the “paint”. But it is more changeable then Francis canvas, because the body just by mov-
ing create another visual angle and therefore a new perspective of my garment.



In the third design project I worked with colors, fabrics and development of the strategy for the movement in 
the collection. 

Material experiments design project III

The three ingredients that I am building my collection on are perspectives, rhythm and pleating. 

Perspectives
I call my silhouettes perspectives. A perspective is a snapshot of a form that is on it´s way to be transformed 
into another shape. I refer the way I am multiplying my silhouettes to how cinematographic images are 
made. Static pictures with small changes from picture to picture are played up quickly to visualize a mo-
tion. This is how I develop my silhouettes, I imagine a movement and then I am making the static pictures in 
between, I am freezing the movement in three forms, three perspectives. 

Rhythm
The collection comprises of four sequences. Each sequence contains one silhouette shown in three differ-
ent perspectives and therefore shows one movement. The first perspective are a straight forward view, the 
second one shows a turning and the third one shows the last step of that movement. The three perspectives in 
each sequence are a result of  a movement. I see them as four beats, each containing three increasing notes. 
When this three perspectives/silhouettes are played against each other a rhythm occurs. This rhythm reminds 
of musical notes and beats. The tones build a system for the collection, they give me a plan to follow.

Pleating
“A pleat (older plait) is a type of fold formed by doubling fabric back upon itself and securing it in place. It 
is commonly used in clothing and upholstery to gather a wide piece of fabric to a narrower circumference.” 
- Mary Brooks, The Fashion Dictionary (14)

I use four different kinds of pleating, I call them, “sprawling pleating”, “open/closed pleats”, “close to body 
pleat” and “loose pleat”.  To add another dimension to my perspectives my vision is to use transparent 
pleating, painted materials and other experimental fabrics. My fascination for pleating first started during 
my bachelor in fashion design. I found an interesting pattern construction for a corset with some interesting 
pleating. The reason why I have kept working with pleats are that there are many dimensions in the pleat-
ing technique. The pleat has the possibility to rein in and to release in a controlled or uncontrolled way. The 
pleat can also hide or show. This aspect becomes extra interesting when I pleated in transparent materials.



  
Art and the Senses 

Every means has its limits
Music is blind

Painting is dumb 
Sculpture is paralytic 

But all of them try craftily 
To make themselves complete 

Painting does its best to give volume
Sculpture tries to move 

Music…

After several hundreds of years 
Of these acrobatics 

The public has got used to looking for 
volume in painting

color in music 
movement in sculpture 

(15)

During this project I have been struggling with the movement. There is a mind game when it comes to the 
complexity in trying to image it. This poem became important to me because it encouraged me to see the 
movement more as a flow. 



There are a lot of other designers working with pleating techniques and sculptural garments. The ones I have 
focused on as references to my work are Iris Van Herpen, Sandra Backlund, Mariano Fortuny and Issey 
Miyake.

Iris van Herpen Haute Couture SS2011 “Escapism couture” (16)

Sandra Backlund “Last breath bruises” (17)

 I admire how Iris Van Herpen is building up her garments like sculptures. In her latest collection “Escapism 
couture” she uses pleating in experimental fabrics. I admire her expressive forms, material and the way she 
works with the stiff relation between the clothing and the body. Letting the clothing be a prison for the body. 

My work is consisting of prison like garments and a loose section. In the beginning the garments are more 
of a shell for the body and in the end of the collection I work with drapy materials and the body becomes 
free. There are two different relations a garment can have toward the body. Either working with the body or 
against it. 



Mariano Fortunys pleated tea 
gowns. 1917 (19)

As Sandra Backlund mostly works with knitting I can still see pleating in her work, especially in the col-
lection “Last breath bruises”. Sandra Backlund is making her garments out of smaller parts which I can 
relate to my work. In relation to Iris Van Herpen I see more of a body conscious focus in Sandra Backlund´s 
garments. Even though they are sculptural there is still a softness towards the body in the garments. I think 
this is mostly a matter of the knitted material being very adaptable towards the body. In Sandra Backlunds 
other collections where she works with woven materials or even wood, the garments becomes more inde-
pendent and stiff as Iris Van Herpens garments. In my work the blue sequence (number two) is interesting in 
the matter of relation to the body. I imagine that in this section I am starting to reach a middle point where 
the garments are sculptural but still relate to the body, a little like Sandra Backlunds garments. In the black 
sequence (number three) the garments are very stiff and relates lessd to the body. The body and the garments 
are in this sequence playing as two different components. This black sequence I think is similar to the way 
Iris Van Herpen is working in the collection “Escapism couture”. 

In the historical clothing and up to the present pleats have been used to provide freedom and movement. 
Pleats have been used in skirts, shirts and dresses over the centuries to provide space for the body to move. 
Shirts and blouses typically have pleats on the back to provide freedom of movement and on the arm where 
the sleeve tapers to meet the cuff. The standard men’s shirt has a box pleat in the center of the back just be-
low the shoulder or alternately one simple pleat on each side of the back. Jackets designed for active outdoor 
wear frequently have pleats to allow for freedom of movement. Outdoor jackets have double-ended inverted 
box pleats at the chest and back. (18)

Mariano Fortuny was a Spanish fashion designer who opened his couture house in 1906 and continued until 
1946. He rebelled against the style lines that were popular during his time period and created the Delphos 
dress, a shift dress made of finely pleated silk weighed down by glass beads that held its shape and flowed 
on the body. The pleating that he used was all done by hand and no one has been able to recreate pleating 
that is as fine as his or has held its shape like his dresses have for many years. People admired his fabrics 
and garments which best exalted the female form in motion. The color has a rich, almost mottled quality to 
it; when light passes over it seems to move. (20)

It interests me that pleats have been equivalent with movement for so long. And here I am using pleating and 
movement in relation again but in a different way. Instead of using the pleats to provide the body with space 
to move I am letting the pleats create a visual movement themselves. The pleat are therefore stepping out of 
its relation to the body and are instead the dominant part in my work. 



One of the fashion designers today that is working with pleating is Issey Miyake and the collection “pleats 
please” The collection were first launched in 1993. Made from single pieces of high quality 100% polyester 
fabric, the innovation behind Pleats Please is that the clothes are first cut and sewn together two-and-a-half 
to three times larger than the finished garments. Individual pieces are hand fed into a heat press sandwiched 
between two sheets of paper. The garment then emerges with permanent pleats. This industrial process al-
lows both texture and form to be created at the same time. Vertical, horizontal and zigzag pleating is used to 
create varying effects and architectural shapes. Pleats Please clothes are very functional and practical; the 
garments store easily, travel well, require no ironing and can be machine-washed and dried within minutes. 
Shapes are simple, colors diverse. (22)

Issey Miyake wanted to work with universal clothing and in this collection used the pleat as a technique to 
create this functional garments. Again, the pleats are used primary as a function. Both in commercial fash-
ion, in Mariano Fortuny´s dresses and Issey Miyake´s collection the pleat has a remote position. The pleat is 
used as a tool to reach certain functional wishes.

In my collection I wish to give the pleat another role. It is still a tool, an instrument to visualize the move-
ment and create shape. But I have been aiming on letting the pleat take a more dominant role. My pleat is 
actually building up the whole construction of the garments. In that way it has a functional role but not in 
relation to the human body. The pleat has not the role to help the human somehow in this collection. The 
opposite, the pleat is building the construction and therefore presses the wearer into its form. The pleat is not 
following the body, it constructs its own shape, being the strongest in the relationship.

There is two different relations I am talking about. The first one, related to Iris Van herpen and Sandra 
Backlunds work. The relations of how the garments in its whole are played against the body. Either it is stiff 
and sculptural and irrespective of the body, or it is loose and following the body as the way Mariano Fortuny 
uses the pleats. 

The other relation is the pleats dominance as constructing the whole garments or being a functional detail. 
Either the pleat is used as a function to give the body more freedom in the garment or it is used as a more 
dominant ingredients and builds up the whole construction of the garment. It is interesting how the pleating 
technique can relate to the body and to the garment itself in this different ways. 

“Pleats please” by Issey Miyake 1993 (21)



Method 

Since the movement that I wanted to achieve is an abstract event it was important for me to somehow make 
it concrete. Therefore sketching became important. Not sketching in a way to invent something new or as an 
experimenting tool. No, the sketching became in this project more a way of making a plan. The sketching 
became a way for me to realize the movement and to make a plan for the movement. It was by sketching I 
realized that each section/beat should contain three silhouettes/notes and this was the way I wanted to realize 
the movement. It was useful to all the time have the sketched lineup to lean back on. 

I could have used more photographing in my project. I tried to take photographs of the ready or almost ready 
outfits on model during supervision. But the photos were not that helpful because of the bad quality. I should 
have put more time to take better photographs of the ready or half ready garments. That could have helped 
me to have a better overview over the twelve outfits. 

For me making is like solving a mathematics figure. The aim is to be able to solve the figure in the end. 
When there is balance, the outcome is lives up to my intentions. Its like equations. In this case my challenge 
was to realize the movement inside each section. What I experienced as the most difficult was to in the same 
time as I needed to focus on each garment one by one I also needed to keep an eye on the whole. By the 
whole I mean the movement in each section and the overall movement. This was very important for me to 
practice since I am tending to get stuck in the “zoom in mode”. I learned a lot making this collection espe-
cially in this part. This knowledge is going to be useful for me in the next collection. I will also try, in the 
future, to decrease the amount of experiments, toiles and fabric samples that I make. I am happy that I took 
the time in my master to do all the experiments I felt like doing. But I also realize that in the future I need to 
be more efficient. By being more efficient I will make better and stronger collections.

When I worked with the toils I had a flow and a constant development in my method. All my garments are 
built up with parts. The same parts could appear in different garments and in different colors and fabrics. 
The constant changing depends on the way I work with exchanging and draping with fragments but also the 
way the pleats are constructed leaves an opportunity for change. There is obsession and mania in my work. I 
am getting into a special mood when I am doing my garments. It is an almost meditation state. In that place 
I loose sense of time and place and this could sometimes leave me in a mood of exhaustion after a session. 
This mood is very creative but it is also very time consuming though in this mood I do not really have con-
trol over my actions. If I am getting to obsessive I don’t relax in the making and concentrating to much on 
the details. The making needs to be like sculpturing and it has been a challenge for me to relax and sculpture 
in the moment. The movement are a part of this flow. The perspectives and the rhythm in this collection 
could be seen as a symbol for going forward. The movement is a part of the result as it appears in between 
the garments. But it has also developed into a method for finding interesting silhouettes and perspectives. 
The method and the aim for the collection are bound together. The method of having a flow, work in the 
moment and leave an opening for changes relates to the visual movement I want to achieve in my collection. 
This way of working helps me to release my tendency to control every garment to the fullest. It has not all 
the tim e been successful but it has helped. 

The way I look at movement has changed during this project. From the beginning movement troubled and 
tempted me. The more I explored the different ways of seeing and picturing movement the more compli-
cated it got. But down the road after I did the static silhouettes in the second design project I realized that I 
didn’t want to work with movement in each one of the silhouettes. I realized that the combination and the 
relation between object actually also could picture a movement.   
While working with the movement I realized that it was very important to have all three garments on dum-
mies when working with the movement within a sequence. If I didn’t´have them all up at the same time I 
lost the flow in the movement. If I worked with them one by one the garments became static. That is why I 
in the later section of this project used a lot of dummies and did my best to work with them three and three, 
always to keep track of how the movement floated throughout the silhouettes.





Sketched lineup including silhouettes, colors and fabrics, January 2011. 



Result

My collection is divided into four sequences with three perspectives in each of the sequence. Each sequence 
contains three perspectives. The first perspective is a solid, straight perspective. This perspective represents 
balance, the background for the collection. In the second perspective the form is staring to move, focus is 
changed, movement has occurred. This perspective represents the beginning of a movement towards the 
third perspective, The third perspective represents the theory of my collection. This perspective is twisted 
and unbalanced. The third perspective is the end of the movement.

Each of the four perspective sequences contain one pleating technique and also has its own color range. To 
work with this three different perspectives in four different sections allows me to imagine a rhythm in my 
collection. This rhythm could be compared to music notes. I am then playing three increasing notes, four 
times, like waltz. This is the strategy for my collection.

The first sequence, outfit number 1,2,3, are made with “sprawling pleat” which are folded fabric in fan-
shaped pieces. The silhouettes are build up with these fan-shaped pieces made of different materials. The 
most interesting part of using this technique is the way I use these small pieces to build up a big expressive 
form. It is interesting how you can use color, transparency and material combinations to create different 
shades and expressions. This section has a light green, white, light peach and pink tone. The movement are a 
down going movement, starting from the shoulders moving down to the leg in the third perspective. 

In the second sequence, outfit number 4,5,6, I use a pleating I call“open/close pleat”. In this technique I play 
with opened or/and closed pleats to create the forms. This second section is made in a blue scale. The move-
ment are a bit wilder than in the first one, its uncontrolled and are moving from a higher focus point on the 
shoulder to a lower on the chest/waist. 

The third sequence, outfit number 7,8,9 are named “close to body pleat”. This is a simple overlapping pleat-
ing technique in the combination with ruffles. This sequence is black, white and beige. This is a more static 
section and the movement are therefore more static. The motion goes in white and starts at the shoulder 
moving towards the foot in the third perspective. 

The fourth and last sequence is “loose pleating”, outfit number 10,11,12. This is a loose pleating with thin 
drapy materials creating soft loose pleats.  This fourth sequence are black, white, sharp orange and pink 
colors. The movement are reduced and starts from the shoulder and disappears towards the third perspective. 
The last and third perspective in this section contains no pleats. 
 
The colors helps to empathize the sequences. The colors also help to see the movement inside each se-
quence. Together with colors I also use transparency to add a second dimension to my pleating. Transparen-
cy is a way for me to play with shades of colors and to let the layers affect each others tones. Transparency is 
to me connected with the perspectives. With this I mean that the transparency could add another perspective 
to a garment and give the garment a depth. Transparency allows the eye to see things that should be hidden. 
In the same way the different perspectives of the silhouettes will also allow the eye to see something that 
should have been hidden. The transparency also works well with the pleating since pleating to me is about 
hiding and showing.

The colors I have chosen to work with don’t have a single reference. Already in the beginning I was sure that 
I wanted to work with black, grey, white and beige scale. The other colors fell into the process continuously. 
Some colors I got from a music video, a nail polish and some from my own clothes or from fabrics I found.



Result

Materials: Cotton regeline band,  silk, painted stockings and cotton organza.  



Materials: Cotton, regeline band, silk, painted stockings and cotton organza.  



Materials: Cotton, regeline band, silk, painted stockings, polyester and cotton organza.  



Materials: Synthetic stretch material, regeline band, and silk



Materials: Synthetic stretch material, regeline band, silk and polyester.



Materials: Synthetic material and cotton organza.



Materials: Synthetic stretch material, regeline band, painted stockings and cotton organza



Materials: Synthetic stretch material, regeline band, painted stockings and cotton organza



Materials: Synthetic stretch material, regeline band, painted stockings and cotton organza



Materials: Synthetic stretch material and silk. 



Materials: Silk. 



Materials: Silk. 



Reflection
I see my collection in the context of art, sculpture and fashion. The collection is made to be shown on a cat-
walk or in an exhibition. The garments could be shown one by one, each sequences separate or all of them 
together. It is also possible to divide them into the perspectives, for example to show all the four first per-
spectives together, then move on to the second perspective and so on. 

I think the interesting part of my collection is how I have used the perspectives to create the movement in 
the collection. Also some of the materials are interesting and could be developed to be used in other collec-
tions. I hope that I with this collection brought something new to the field of pleating, especially how I con-
nected pleating and movement. 

In the beginning of my process transparent fabrics were important in the pleating constructions. In the final 
collection the transparency is not a crucial matter for the collection as a whole. There is a lot of transparent 
material and in some outfits the transparency is important for the colors. But for the overall movement the 
transparency is not that important. 

I believe that the movement could have been more dominant in the collection. The reason for this is that the 
aim for this project was to explore movement. The result I have is more of an investigation of movement 
where I have tried out different kinds of movements. In the first sequence, the green one, you can see the 
movement clearly moving from shoulder to foot. In the second blue sequence the movement is more ab-
stract. It is hard to see one defining movement. Instead there is a lot of different directions working, a messy 
movement. In the third section, the black one, the movement becomes more clear again but the materials are 
so dominant that the movement is only visible in one of them, the white one. In the last and orange sequence 
the movement is fading out. The movement is only visible through small details.

This different expressions and the point that the movement is not the same in all of the sequences might 
leave a bit of a messy expression to the overview of the collection. I think that I could have avoided some of 
this by being more clear with the movement from the beginning. I could have decided on one kind of move-
ment for all of the sections.





Styling exercise
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